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About This Game

DARTHY wakes up in the hospital and soon finds out he must release the souls of the robots imprisoned in the Gold Doubloons
(Gold Coins) by the Giant Space Pirates. Help DARTHY Roll, Bounce, Crash, Fly, and Die to free the unfortunate souls.

DARTHY is a Simple Pixel Platformer based on old school mechanics.

Made with my kids Kaleb & Jeya play testing.
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FEATURES

◉ 10+ Buildings w/ Old School Checkpoints
◉ Pixel Art

◉ Double Jump & Fireball
◉ Collect Coins to help the Robots

◉ Real-time physics
◉ Prepare to die. A lot!

◉ Security Ballz

https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=399054255
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Simple yet highly addictive gameplay. Great casual game. Very cheap well worth the money. I bought it since it was so highly
rated to see what everyone was talking about and was not dissapointed. The game looks good and has incredible music.. coldzera
and olofmeister, amazing players.. 9/10 so far so good only the main character emo tall guy sasuke look a like needs a cool voice
acting DEVS if you read this please add cool voice acting for the main character adn also please put in the map where the main
character is at like GTA and other gmaes that specifies where your characters at it gave me a lot of damage "that's a lot of
damage" to my brain and eyes playing for hours looking where my character in the map at :D just kidding this good game needs
a sequel. Now first guys I will give you a hint dont pick the black butterfly first or you'll regret it. First I thought this isn't a
horror f@%ing game cause it became so crazy when I pick the black butterfly all you need to do is dont get hit and killed or
you'll wake up and never finish that story tips always save the game and load it whenever you wake up. Gameplay mechanics is
good like your character interacts with things and people other than that it lacks speech where the main emo tall guy sasuke look
alike or eren look a like lacks speech Devs please add cool voice acting speech of the main character when he interacts with
people and stuff not just some subtitles. Now about the game: It is a series of events where you solve errands of girls, first pick
the gold butterfly, next is the blue and last but not the least the black one or else you'll end up like me with a heart pulsating over
9000 such an insane mode for this game requires a lot of knowledge memorising places and where to hide in them such thrilling
event in the game just dont get hit or else you'll wake up and regret you will never finish the rich girl's story. I never finish it yet
but I'm almost done with the black butterfly, while the blue butterfly seems peaceful but i'll try to now if it is, because it is a
mystery game after all. So thank you so much everbody for watching and as always I will see you in the next vi... joke
ahahhahaha I'm not mark just some random dude I hope Markiplier plays it. And also the main character indeed was the black
angel. :D. This is one of the good simple RPG's that i have played. Its fun playing a simple game with a good story. Though you
dont get high graphics here but due to the story and screnrio it follows, its acutally is fun to play this one. Even Kids can play
this game too witout any parents worrying over unwanted content.

The thing that I enjoyed the most is It made me rememeber the PS1 Games that I used to play. They had aweseome stories.
There are not much RPG made these days like in past.. The game has nice art, but everything else sucks horribly.
* the engine is so bug-ridden that it took a lot of creativity to be able to finish it, even though it is very short (probably possible
to finish in two hours, if not for the bugs). The protagonist gets stuck in walls, walks to the wrong place and dies or gets stuck
during cinematics, quest progress is reset when leaving an area (e.g. at the beginning do the tasks required by the weapon
master, leave the area and return; the guards once again won't let you leave the camp and you have to do all the tasks once
more). The controls are erratic, evasive action does not work half the time.
* the enemies are boring, there is absolutely no challange in fighting them, even before obtaining the ranged weapon. The bosses
take a lot of hits, but still do not require anything more sophisticated than attack-evade-repeat.
* there is barely even an attempt at creating a story, you are just told to go and do stuff and you go and do it, without any
attempt at explanation or involving the player emotionally. Also, as nice as the visuals are, just throwing in a bunch of random
names from Irish mythology is not world-building. The game is very short, and just stops halfway ("to be continued" - I would
expect the description to at least mention that you are only buying episode 1).. Fun game. The only problem is one of variety
once you've played for a while. Druids in this game come in 4 flavors: wolf, eagle, bear, and turtle. This plays like an electronic
game, winning is based on controling the board and gaining momentum. Had a hard time finding other live players, so I've
mostly played the AI campaign.
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haha this is great xD I love umbrellas scene. Would like to buy more if if it will come more.. Jeanne + Great Swimsuit = $$$

Highly recommended for waifu lovers.. i spent hours playing spy fox and others as a kid and i loved them! super nostalgic
playing them now. I'm actually stunned speechless. This "game" is as bad as everyone is saying.

God is dead..

And the Culling 2 killed him.. This game is really uniqe in my opinion, being able to construct a base how you want it, watching
out for metoir strikes all the time, building robotics that can ferry your drilled resources to holding tanks or directly into
refinarys. then when you have enough build a space ship and move to new worlds to do this. I would recomend 8/10. The game
looks pretty good. The controls are decent, provided you stay in 3rd person perspective.

That said. There isn't much to do in this game. You just shoot the same set of very slow moving zombies. Over and Over. It
lacks any meaningful challenge. All that leaves you to look forward too is new guns. The gun you start with has plenty of ammo,
and packs a decent enough punch. So new guns are cool, but not really important.

Overall pretty bland. Wouldn't recommend. you can see for yourself in the video I created here:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/4yjE3B8EcK4. It's helpful to have a really money-making industry right in the Colonial era.. It felt old, slow
and just... Stupid (in a way you would see a kids cartoon bad guy almost slip up and make a ridiculous excuse. One that
everyone just doesn't question and accepts...) Also there's the art and sound, it jusr wasn't done well at all in my opinion.
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